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21 April 1970 

MEMORANDUM FOR :. Dr. Henry A. Kis singer 
Assistant to the President 

for National Security Affairs 

SUBJECT Conv~ying the Word to Hanoi 

1. . At the President's request, we have taken several ateps 
to give the North Vietnamese leadership clear reason to believe that 
if Vietnamese Com:rnunist forc.es in Cambodia attack Plu1.om Penh, 
United States.£oTces will hit them from the rear by mounting sharp 

.. attacks on Vietnamese Communist sanctuaries. 

Z. To get this word acras s, we have arranged for one basic 
story to .be pipelined into several channels that should get it back ... 
quicklYI and credibly, to Hanoi. The basic theme planted with all 
our sources ueed· runs a~ follows, though there have been suitable 
variations in each specific instance: /,. 

The US and the GVN have long felt that Vietnam \ 
internal security problems can never be really solved 
so long as the Communists have sanctuaries· in nearby· 
-Cambodia. Hence, the US and theGVN have long itched 
to attack these sanctuaries and the Communist troops' 
resting or refitting. in them. Recent events in Cambodia 
have considerably whetted American and South Vietnamese· 
appetites, but the US (particularly) has felt the Vietnames~ 
Communist muscle flexing in neutral Cambodia was giving 
Hanoi such apropagancla black eye worldwide .. -particu~arly 
within the US itself .... that the United States Government· . . 

was reluctant to see the waters muddied by allied military· 
involvement in theCambodian .. VC/NVA fight. However, 
if the VC/NVA forces make further military moves against· 
Phnom Pe.iihl the US is set to take Pl.'oropt a9.vantage of 
wOTld opinion focus on Cambodia's plight in the face of . 
NOl.,th Vietnamese invasion and clear up the sanctuary prob .. 
1em by attacking VC/NVA ;forces .from the rear.. '. -~., 
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4. In line with the above considerations, the following :moves 
are now in train: 
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"EXEMPT 
per sec 3.3(b)(l)(6), 3.5(c) [50 USC 403(g)], E.O. 13526 

per ltr. 7130/2010 

AM 
11104/2010 
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6. In both tone and content, the President's 20 April speech 
will make this message m.ore credibie to Hanoi. 'Fl'om a strictly 
operational perspective, the best pos sible SUppol't for this story's 
(and our sources!) credibility would be the.lhovernent of selected 
US troops to the immediate vicinity of the Cam.'bodian Frontier of 
South Vietnam. 
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